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Forms of Social Mobility: 
The Example of Zensualitat 

MICHAEL MATHEUS 

The story of one Odegena, an Englishwoman, provides a 
suitable starting-point for this essay because it is a good 
example of social mobility.1 Towards the end of the eleventh 
century Odegena left the regiones Anglicas to settle at the 
Benedictine abbey of St Trond, which belonged to the dio-
cese of Liège. It is a case of rare good fortune that the one 
surviving copy of a document dating from 1095 (a traditio) 
not only tells us the name of this woman, who belonged 
neither to the aristocracy nor the clergy, but also contains 
information about the conditions under which this particu-
lar case of social mobility took place. 

The occasion for the writing of the document was, as so 
often, a dispute which involved not only Odegena but her 
entire family, and in particular, her husband. Because of the 
damaged state of the copy, his name is not known. 2 At a time 
which can no longer be pinpointed, this servus sancti Trudonis 
had left the dominion of his monastery. The document states 
that for some time he lived in regionibus Anglicis, and adds 
that his stay there was benigne et honeste. This brief hint, which 
may derive from the man himself, gives the impression that 
he had enjoyed a certain esteem in his new surroundings, 
and that he had done quite well. Unfortunately we do not 
learn why he returned to his place of birth ( ad natales fines), 

This essay examines the problems which German scholars associate with the term 
Zensualitat, and which are not widely known among English-speaking scholars. As I 
am preparing a larger study on the subject, references in this article are kept to a 
minimum. 

1 C. Piot (ed.), Camdaire de l'abbaye de Saint-Trond (2 vols., Brussels, 1870-4), no. 
XXI, 28f. 

2 Rijksarchief Hasselt. Abclij Sint-Truiden: Cartular no. 20, 206f. Even with a 
quartz lamp, a faded note in the margin of the document is unreadable. 
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the villa Hamaal, a few kilometres south-west of St Trond. 
The text states further that during his absence the servus had 
married the said Odegena, who was ingenua, that is to say, 
freeborn. At the instigation of the Abbot of St Trond, whose 
name the source does not mention, the servus then per-
suaded his wife to take a step which was quite common both 
in the dominion of St Trond and in numerous other ecclesi-
astical institutions on the Continent. She made over herself 
and her children to the saint of the abbey. In practice, this 
meant that she bound herself to fulfil specific contractual 
obligations, namely to pay St Trudo-de facto the abbot and 
the monastery-annual taxes of one denarius on the feast of 
St Trudo, and twelve denarii in case of death. Furthermore, 
the abbot exercised a limited control over who she and her 
offspring could marry, and they were also subject to his 
jurisdiction. 

The various kinds of sources which report such traditiones 
rarely yield more than this kind of information about pay-
ments and obligations. However, our document is unusual in 
another respect. It tells us that the family of the servus had 
been endowed with a certain amount of arable and grazing 
land which was part of the cultura dominica belonging to the 
curtis of the abbey at Halmaal. In return, an annual tax of 30 
solidi had to be paid, unless the owners of the land rendered 
the abbey service more militis. 

This part of the contract suggests that Odegena's husband 
was experienced in fighting on horseback and that the 
couple's children could also be expeced to render service 
more militis. The renowned Belgian historian, Fran{:ois-
L. Ganshof, assumes that the servus had done many years of 
military service, and speculates that he may have been 
among the forces of William the Conqueror.3 All we can say 
with certainty, however, is that he earned his living as a 
mercenary. 

The political context of this case needs to be briefly ex-
plained. From the document itself we learn that Geoffrey of 
Bouillon, who had been Duke of Lower Lorraine since 1087, 

3 F. L. Ganshof, Etude sur les ministeriales en Flandre et en Lotharingi,e (Brussels, 
1926), 172. See also E. Sabbe, 'Les relations economiques entre l'Angleterre et le 
continent au haut-moyen age', Le Muyen Age, 56 (1950), 16g-g3. 
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had initially refused to accept the contract. Statements by the 
witnesses present at the legal act eventually persuaded him 
to give up his resistance and to agree to a renewal of the 
contract ( literata padione), which previously may not even 
have been recorded. Although we find out nothing about 
Geoffrey's motives, his intervention points to a situation 
which was important for all those involved. Since the 1080s 
St Trond had been directly affected by the consequences of 
the investiture conflict. In particular, between 1083 and 
1099 various candidates had vied for the position of abbot. 
These disputes were closely connected with territorial 
struggles between aristocratic families of the region, in which 
the stewards of the _abbey played an important part. Duke 
Geoffrey was involved in these quarrels. In 1095, one year 
before he went to Jerusalem, he tried to make his own candi-
date abbot of St Trond.4 

These political and religious struggles were likely to have 
had a lasting impact on Odegena's family. The long and 
arduous fighting around the investiture conflict was related 
to wider processes of economic and social change. The 
position of traditional bearers of authority was weakened, 
while opportunities opened up for those dependants who 
were experienced in the dangerous, risky business of fighting 
on horseback. During such crises it was frequently necessary 
to secure the support of potential fighters by making 
over to them tilled land belonging to ecclesiastical and 
aristocratic domains. Such fiefs (Dienstlehen) often became 
hereditary. 

This sort of geographical and social movement of people is 
an example of what historians and social scientists have la-
belled social mobility. While scholars distinguish between 
vertical and horizontal mobility, they do not generally dis-
cuss the theoretical and methodological implications under-
lying the concept. As a rule, these terms are used in a sense 

4 See the bibliography Monasticon Beige, vi: Province de Limbourg (Liege, 1976), 
15ff.; E. Linck, Sozialer Wandel in klosterlichen Grundherrschajten des II. ms IJ. 
jahrhunderts. Studien zu den familiae von Gembloux, Stablo-Malmedy und St. Trond 
(Veroffentlichungen des Max-Planck-Instituts fur ~schichte 57; Gottingen, 1978); 
W. Peters, 'Die Beziehungen der Abtei St. Trond zum Papsttum im 12. 
Jahrhundert', Revue Benedictine, 95 ( 1985), 130-45. The author of the present essay 
is preparing a study on the Zensualitat of St Trond. 
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so vague that they mean no more than general geographical 
and social mobility, and movement between different social 
positions. 

In recent years, a great deal of research has been done on 
forms of horizontal mobility. Because of the nature of the 
sources available, this research has concentrated mainly on 
the late Middle Ages. Here the concept of horizontal mo-
bility covers geographical movements of people differing 
widely with respect to extent, duration, and destinations. To 
take only two examples, the term is used for the entire 
spectrum of 'being on the move', from temporary to perma-
nent, relating both to individuals and groups, as well as for 
relocations, again both temporary and permanent. (The 
methods employed by the many social sciences which inves-
tigate modern migration processes are of limited use for our 
purposes.) Today, the interest of researchers extends far 
beyond travelling bearers of authority, the traditional subject 
of enquiry, to embrace various groups of newcomers, clerics 
and preachers, pilgrims and crusaders, mercenaries, traders 
and messengers, beggars, day labourers and seasonal work-
ers, and finally, in the later Middle Ages, journeymen and 
scholars, to name only some of the most important groups.5 

Space does not permit me to deal with the variety of forms of 
horizontal mobility which this list hints at. Instead, I shall 
concentrate on two problem areas. 

From the eleventh century onwards the roads filled with 
people.6 This comment was made by Karl Bosl, who, more 
than any other recent German-speaking medievalist, has 
used the term 'social mobility' for the period from the 

5 Cf., e.g. the contributions by K. Schulz, L. Schmugge,J. Miethke, and F. Graus 
in P. Moraw (ed.), Untenuegssein im Spatmittelalter (Zeitschrift filr Historische 
Forschung, Beiheft 1; Berlin, 1985). 

6 K. Bosl, 'Uber soziale Mobilitiit in der mittelalterlichen "Gesellschaft". Dienst, 
Freiheit, Freiziigigkeit als Motive sozialen Aufstiegs', Vierteijahrschrift for Sozial- und 
Wirtschaftsgeschichte, 4 7 ( 1960), 306-3 2. Reprint in K. Bosl, Friihformen der Gesellschaft 
im mittelalterlichen Europa. Ausgewahlte Beitrage zu einer Strukturanalyse der 
mittelalterlichen Welt (Munich and Vienna 1964), 156-79; id., 'Soziale Mobilitiit in 
der mittelalterlichen Gesellschaft. Soziale Aufstiegsbewegungen im europaischen 
Mittelalter', in id., Die Gesellschaft in der Geschichte des Mittelalters (Gottingen 1966, 
3rd expanded edn., 1975), 44-60; id., 'Die horizontale Mobilitiit der europaischen 
Gesellschaft im Mittelalter und ihre Kommunikationsmittel', Zeitschrift for bayerische 
Landesgeschichte, 35 (1972), 40-53, here 48. 
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eleventh to the fourteenth centuries. This assessment, 
however, does not take regional and temporal differences 
into account. His view is based mainly on additive pheno-
menological descriptions, for the most part vague, of various 
wandering groups, some of which did not appear until the 
high Middle Ages. The sources available do not permit the 
extent of geographical mobility to be measured with statisti-
cal accuracy. Even changes such as the emergence of beg-
ging and the use of mercenaries as mass phenomena in the 
late Middle Ages are virtually impossible to measure in ear-
lier centuries. Ultimately, it may often prove impossible to 
make even cautious estimates of the size of the various geo-
graphical movements. 

A dilemma remains. Where Bosl and others wanted to 
prevent horizontal mobility from being regarded as unim-
portant, or from being dismissed altogether, there is now 
another danger. Made more aware by the experiences of our 
own time, we may overestimate the extent and the possi-
bilities inherent in geographical movements, and fail to take 
into account the legal, social, economic, and infrastructural 
factors that placed limits on them, and not least, the risks 
which they entailed. 

At the beginning of the eleventh century horizontal mo-
bility increased significantly in large areas of the Continent 
as ecclesiastical and secular authorities, including the new 
religious orders of the twelfth century, colonized both previ-
ously settled land and hitherto uninhabited areas. The 
expansion of existing towns, the founding of new ones, and 
the establishment of many rural settlements, all resulted 
in a considerable concentration of settlement. This devel-
opment is closely related to demographic factors. Under 
changing social and economic conditions, the birth-rate 
rose. By the year 1300 the population had perhaps tripled 
in size. Together with other factors, for the most part 
regional, this population increase was an important pre-
requisite for migration. In settling the east, for example, 
people migrated over vast distances. Recent research sug-
gests, however, that the extent of these migratory movements 
has for a long time been considerably overestimated. And 
despite impressive population growth rates in hitherto 
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sparsely populated regions, marked differences remained. 
Only in the north-west of the empire, in Flanders, Brabant, 
and along the lower Rhine, was a density of settlement 
reached comparable to that in the south of the much smaller 
kingdom of England. 

We now come to my second problem area. Not only in the 
case of Odegena' s family does a change in place ofresidence 
appear to be the prerequisite for other types of changes. Our 
example illustrates two of these: a change in legal status, and 
the acceptance of a specific function. The way in which the 
freeborn Odegena tied herself to the Abbey of St Trond is by 
no means exceptional. In various regions of the empire, 
hundreds of surviving transfer notes and charters, whose 
number varies according to the period in question, docu-
ment such transfers to saints, that is to say, to ecclesiastical 
institutions, an action which we find difficult to understand 
today. We have to bear in mind that many such events were 
not recorded in writing. As a document from Worms, dating 
from the first half of the eleventh century shows, such trans-
actions involved not only persons who sponte ex libertate se beato 
Petro tradiderunt, but also those who servitute liberati aliorum 
traditione venerunt. 7 Liberation from servitude, quite often the 
result of buying freedom, and subsequent traditio to a saint 
also took place within the context of the Jamilia. Thus in 
1025 King Conrad II confirmed the actions of the Bishop of 
Speyer, who ex seroilibus personis censuales fecisset. 8 

The groups of people concerned were often, but not 
always, termed censuales. German researchers generally use 
the collective term Zensuale to cover different variants such as 
censuales, censarii, censuarii, cerocensuales, and tributarii. 9 Some 

7 H. Boos (ed.), QJ,telleri zur Geschichte der Stadt Worms. 1. Theil: Urkunden/Juch der 
Stadt Worms, i (Berlin, 1886), no. 51, 46. 

8 MGH. DD. Konrad II., no. 41, 46f. E. Voltmer, Reichsstadt und Herrschaft. Zur 
Geschichte der Stadt Speyer im hohen und spaten Mittelalter (Trierer Historische 
Forschungen 1; Trier, 1981), 2of. 

9 Cf. the works of Knut Schulz: K. Schulz, 'Zurn Problem der Zensualitat im 
Hochmittelalter', in id. (ed.), Beitrage zur Wirtschafts- und Sozialgeschichte des 
Mittelalters. Festschrift for H. Helbig zum 65. Ge/Jurtstag ( Cologne and Vienna, 1976), 
86-127; id., 'Zensualitat und Stadtentwicklung im u./12. Jahrhundert', in B. 
Diestelkamp (ed.), Beitrage zum hochmittelalterlichen Stadtewesen (Stadteforschung A 
ll; Cologne and Vienna, 1982), 73..:.g3; K. Schulz, 'Stadtrecht und Zensualitat am 
Niederrhein (12-14.Jahrhundert)', in E. Ennen and K. Flinck (eds.), Soziale und 
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French scholars call these groups Tributaire. 10 Significantly, 
however, other scholars prefer the term Sainteur. 11 This more 
strongly emphasizes the religious dimension and is used 
mainly for those who decided to submit themselves to the 
authority of the saint. 

Common to all the different groups covered by the con-
cept of Zensualität is the obligation to pay taxes. These could 
be paid in cash or kind (for example, beeswax) and varied 
considerably in amount. Depending on when and where the 
Zensualen lived, they could be liable for additional payments 
on marriage or death, and also subject to other legal obliga-
tions. In general, the annual taxes were tied to individuals, 
not to property such as land or houses. But this distinction 
cannot be drawn in every case in which the sources mention 
censuales. In addition, there is good reason to believe that 
orginally property taxes were understood as payments tied to 
people, while in the towns, for instance, the opposite could 
happen and poll taxes might be transformed into area and 
land taxes. None the less, we must retain, in principle, the 
distinction between property and personal taxes frequently 
indicated in the sources. If these taxes did not apply to 
property, they were compatible with various forms of hori-
zontal mobility. 

In the following, I shall make a number of points about the 
phenomenon of Zensualität, which was common in many 
areas of the Empire. 

First, in recent studies, German scholars have tended 
to speak of Zensualitiit in cases involving poll taxes, death 
duties, and marriage dues either for individuals or groups, 
even if the work of Knut Schulz has made us more aware of 
the fact that these obligations varied considerably depending 

wirtschaftliche Bindungen im Mittelalter am Niederrhein (Klever Archiv 3; Kleve, 1981), 
13-36; K. Schulz, 'Freikauf in der Gesellschaft des Hochmittelalters. Dargestellt an 
bayerischen Quellen', in U. Bestmann, F. Irsigler,J. Schneider (eds.), Hochfinanz, 
Wirtschajtsraume, Innovationen. Festschrift far W. von Stromer (3 vols, Trier, 1987) 
1197-1226. 

10 Cf. above all P. C. Boeren, Etudes sur les tributaires d'eglise dans le comte deFlandre 
du IX• au X.Wsiecle (Amsterdam, 1936). 

11 Cf. e.g. L Verriest, Le servage dans le comte de Hainaut. Les sainteurs. Le meilleur 
catel (Brussels, 1910); P. Duparc, 'La question des sainteurs ou hommes d'eglise', 

Journal des savants, (1972), 25-48. 
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on the period and the region. Generally there is a danger 
that the overall term of Zensualität obscures the variety of 
legal forms which existed, and some of which can be clearly 
defined. For example, the 1035 household law (Hofrecht) of 
Limburg provides a choice between labour service of one day 
per week, and an annual poll tax.12 This points to the impor-
tant area of taxes which provided release from corvees. How-
ever, only if such obligations are clearly distinguished from 
more favourable legal forms does a widespread process of 
fundamental importance become evident. Other groups 
within the Jamilia gradually came to aspire to the compara-
tively favourable status of the Zensualen. Occasionally, it was 
usurped. Legal forms of Zensualität often served as a model 
for the many great changes taking place between 1 ooo and 
1300 in the larger ecclesiastical manors. They could be 
granted as an incentive by ecclesiastical lords; at times they 
had to be conceded in situations of crisis. 

Second, on the whole, the loosening of ties and the re-
moval of corvees was a varied process that involved many 
groups both in the familia and outside it. Against the back-
ground of the general increase in population, more favour-
able legal forms provided opportunities in areas where new 
land was being cultivated, and where hereditas could be ac-
quired in expanding or newly founded settlements.13 Never-
theless, we cannot ignore the fact that many people tried to 
escape from their personal ties by running away. 

Third, recent studies have justly emphasized the possibility 
of movement connected with legal forms of Zensualitiit. But 
they tend not to pay sufficient attention to the risks such 
movements involved. The protection which the Zensualen 
could expect from their lords decreased as the distance sepa-
rating them from their patrons increased. Forgeries as well as 
other written records of legal procedures, especially from 
the twelfth century onwards, suggest that their status was 
endangered. On the other hand, legal ties gave lords certain 

12 MGH. DD. Konrad II., no. 216, 294ff. 
13 F. Irsigler, 'Freiheit und Unfreiheit im Mittelalter. Formen und Wege sozialer 

Mobilitiit', Westfalische Forschungen, 28 (1976/77), 1-15; id., 'Urbanisierung und 
sozialer Wandel in Nordwesteuropa im 11. bis 14. Jahrhundert', in G. Dilcher, N. 
Horn (eds.), Sozialwissenschaften im Studium des &chts, iv, &chtsgeschichte (Munich, 
1978), 109-23. 
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means of restricting or preventing attempts by Zensualen to 
gain independence. 

Fourth, it is still a matter of dispute among scholars 
whether the legal status of the Zensualen can be distinguished 
from that of the Ministerialen. Recently Knut Schulz has 
suggested that there may have been a 'transition zone' 
( Ubergangszone) between the two forms. However, he con-
cludes that the status of Zensuale is clearly distinguished from 
that of the Ministeriale. 14 In fact, different status has been 
attested in some regions, especially from the twelfth century 
onwards. On the other hand, J. Fleckenstein has justly 
pointed out the danger of drawing an oversimplified picture, 
especially of the early Ministerialität, by putting together indi-
vidual instances of service customs (Dienstrechte) which differ 
according to period and region.15 This warning must also be 
taken into account when distinguishing the status of the 
Ministeriale from that of others. The example cited above of 
the Zensualen of St Trond fighting on horseback is relevant 
here. 

Fifth, an oversimplified picture of the legal forms sub-
sumed under the term Zensualitat has perhaps also contrib-
uted to the fact that the religious dimension which was 
certainly attached to them has often been underestimated or 
ignored. Thus in the most recent study of St Trond, E. Linck 
concluded that there was no evidence of a religious element 
among the Zensualen as far as their status was concerned.16 

He overlooked the fact that most records of transfer ex-
plicitly mention the annual payment as due super altare in 
calice on the feast of the saint.17 It is not only in this case that 
legal acts (Rechtshandlungen) within a religious framework 
are significant for the status of the group. Indeed, it is likely 
that an analysis of the forms in which annual payments were 

14 K. Schulz, 'Zensualität und Stadtentwicklung im u./12.Jahrhundert' (as in 
note 10), 92. 

15 J. Fleckenstein, 'Die Entstehung des niederen Adels und das Rittertum', in id. 
(ed.), He:rrschaft und Stand. Untersuchungen zur Sozialgeschichte im I 3. jahrhundert 
(Veroffentlichungen des Max-Planck-Instituts fiir Geschichte 51; Gottingen, 1979), 
2nd edn., 17-39, here 24. 

16 E. Linck, Sozialer Wandel in klosterlichen Grundhe:rrschaften (as in n. 5), 87. 
17 C. Piot, Cartulaire de l'abbaye de Saint-Trond (as inn. 2), vol. 1, no. XV, 19f. and 

otliers. 
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made, in this and other cases, could help both to describe, 
and to distinguish between, specific groups. It certainly 
made a difference whether Zensualen rendered their tribute 
personally on the feast of the saint or paid their dues via the 
administrative channels. The combination of ritual acts and 
individual emotional experiences may have been an import-
ant factor, both for the legal status and the self-image of the 
'payers of tax to an altar' (Altazinser), as I should like to call 
this group. 

An example of urban Zensualität indicates the significance 
of such legal forms. It was again Knut Schulz who showed 
that the well-known twelfth-century imperial charters for 
Speyer and Worms were connected with the phenomenon of 
Zensualität. The population of these cities had received im-
portant privileges ( Vorrechte) through these charters. They 
were released from various obligations, especially heriots, 
which Schulz interprets as a characteristic feature of 
Zensualität. Schulz thus deduced that most of the population 
of Worms and Speyer were subject to the obligations of the 
Zensualen. These obligations, he argues, were abolished in 
connection with the attempt to secure rights of property 
alienation and laws of inheritance.18 

While this is an extremely interesting interpretation, I 
shall now tum to an aspect of this argument which has 
generally been neglected by scholars. The privileges of the 
Speyer charter, at least in the version that was engraved 
above the portal of the cathedral, were granted only on the 
following conditions.19 All the inhabitants of the city, includ-
ing those who would settle there in future, were obliged to 
participate in the festivities celebrating the anniversary of the 
death and burial of Henry IV ( 7 August). We may imagine a 

18 K. Schulz, 'Zensualitiit und Stadtentwicklung im 11./ 12 Jahrhundert' (as inn. 
10), 79ff. 

19 H. Hilgard-Villard (ed.), Urkunden zur Geschichte der Stadt speyer (Strasburg, 
1885), no. 4, 17ff.: concessimus et confirmavimus, ea tamen interposita condicione, ut in 
anniversario patris nostri sollempniter ad vigilias et ad missam omnes conveniant, candelas 
in manibus teneant et de singulis domibus panem unum pro elemosina dare et pauperibus 
erogare studeant. In 1219, when Frederick II granted town status to the Pala-
tine village of Annweiler, this was also connected with an anniversary: ut cives F 
dicti anniversarium obitus nostri diem sokmpni recolant frequentatione. J. L. A. Huil-
lard-Breholles (ed.), Historia diplomatica Friderici secundi ... i, pars 2 (Paris, 1852), 
679ff. 
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solemn procession of all the inhabitants of the city, each 
carrying a wax candle. Thus everyone was involved in com-
memorating the emperor's person at his grave in the cathe-
dral. The building of the cathedral itself had stimulated 
trade and commerce in the city. The significance of the 
obligations relating to the celebration of the emperor's anni-
versary for creating an awareness of the special role of the 
city should not be underestimated. There are clear parallels 
with similar activities in the area of Zensualitiit. Until the late 
Middle Ages, one of the main reasons for dependants being 
transferred to churches was to ensure that they would 
save their former lord's soul by paying annual contributions, 
either in wax or money, to the church.20 Although the 1111 
charter granted important privileges, it did not abolish 
all the legal differences which existed between city-dwellers. 
Yet despite these continuing differences, all the inhabi-
tants of Speyer were intended to be Zensualen within 
the framework of a memoria founded by the emperor 
against the background of the struggle between regnum et 
sacerdotium. 21 

Sixth, these few examples illustrate the great variety of 
social groups covered by the term Zensualitiit, which has 
become familiar to German medievalists. The fact that the 
sources mainly record changes in status connected with 
these legal forms may have contributed to the labelling of 
such processes as social or vertical mobility. In our context, 
however, these terms should be used only with great caution. 
Vertical mobility often seems to be associated with the con-
cept of modern industrial class societies, whose complex 

20 M. Borgolte, 'Freigelassene im Dienste der Memoria. Kulttradition und 
Kultwandel zwischen Antike und Mittelalter', Fruhmittelalterliche Studien, 7 (1983), 
234-50. 

21 The corpse of the excommunicated emperor is said to have been worshipped 
in Liege even before it was transferred to Speyer. For the religious and political 
aspects of this see F. Graus, Volk, Herrscher und Heiliger im Reich der Merowinger 
(Prague, 1965), 328; P. R Mathe, Studien zum .fruh- und hochmittelalterlichen 
Konigtum. Eine problcmgeschichtliche Untersuchung ii.ber Konigtum, Adel und 
Herrscherethik, Ph.D. thesis (University of Berne, 1969), 78f.; J. L. Kupper, Liege et 
l'eglise imperiale Xle-Xlle siecles (Bibliotheque de la Faculte de Philosophie et Lettres 
de l'universite de Liege 228; Paris, 1981), 152, 479. For the relationship between 
Henry IV and Liege see W. Peters, 'Coniuratio facta est pro libertate. Zu den 
coniurationes in Mainz, Koln und Luttich in den Jahren uo5/06', Rheinische 
Vierteljahrsblatter, 51 ( 1987), 303-12, here 309. 
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forms of organization and communication give them a rela-
tively high degree of cohesion and homogeneity. Changes in 
the position of individuals or groups are assessed in the 
context of society as a whole and hence perceived as social 
advancement or decline. Such conditions were largely absent 
in the high Middle Ages. While a considerable degree of 
social advancement and decline existed, by no means all the 
phenomena subsumed under the term Zensualitat can be 
connected with it. 

It is impossible within the framework of the present 
work to discuss the schematic interpretations of society 
(Deutungsschemata) drawn up by literate elites, and their com-
plex interconnections with social reality. These schemata 
have been the subject of renewed interest in recent years. 
Drafted by clerics and nobles, that is, by members of groups 
with relatively wide social connections, these schemata were 
certainly a factor in social interrelationships.22 The intention 
behind drawing them up was not to describe a reality under-
going drastic changes, although they were, of course, influ-
enced by these changes. Rather, their authors aimed to 
define the place of what from our present-day perspective 
look like very different social groups in a world determined 
by God. 

All attempts so far systematically to classify the various 
forms of Zensualität have proved problematic. To the extent 
that German legal and constitutional historians of the old 
school looked at the Zensualen at all, they defined them as a 
class (Klasse) or estate (Stand), related to nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century categories such as 'peoples' ( Volk) and 'na-
tions' (Nationalstaat). Attempts to define the Zensualen within 
a consistent legal framework ignored the fact that the period 
itself lacked a standardized legal terminology. Thus in de-
scribing the legal status of Zensualen, contemporaries used a 
number of terms such as condicio, ius, lex, and ordo, which 
were also used in many other contexts. 

In the 1960s and 1970s it was above all Karl Bosl who tried 
to define three larger groups or strata below the level of the 

22 0. G. Oexle, 'Die funktionale Dreiteilung der Gesellschaft bei Adalbero von 
Laon. Deutungsschemata der sozialen Wirklichkeit im fniheren Mittelalter', 
Frilhmittelaltcr/iche Studien, 12 (1978), 1-54, here 54. 
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noblility and the clergy. In his rather dubious terminology, 
these are the Ministerialen, the Zensualen and, finally, the 
great mass of dependants or serfs.23 This attempt to create 
a tripartite hierarchy, which Bosl takes as an indicator of 
vertical mobility is, however, ultimately the product of 
modem notions of 'peoples' (Volk) and of 'society'. Thus 
Zensualität was declared a general social phenomenon,. and 
its importance was considerably overrated. The fact that 
it is comparatively well documented in the archives of 
ecclesiastical institutions has also led to its significance being 
exaggerated. 

The various legal forms of Zensualitiit, some of which, 
especially in the old settlement areas, have a long history, 
were restricted in their changing and varied regional mani-
festations to the areas under the control of monasteries and 
collegiate churches. This allowed them to penetrate many 
rural and urban spheres where they overlapped with other 
legal forms, or were displaced by them in a number of ways, 
depending on the time and place. 

Inevitably, the financial situation of the various groups of 
Zensualen differed. Given the many changes that took place 
in the course of the high Middle Ages, Zensualität was attrac-
tive to both individuals and groups for a number of reasons. 
It offered many opportunities to secure material, legal, and 
religious existence. On the other hand, Zensualitiit also pro-
vided ecclesiastical institutions with a number of oppor-
tunities permanently to bind groups to them, for a variety of 
reasons. The status of the Zensualen, however, came under 
threat whenever they were affected by disputes between their 
patrons and the opponents of those patrons. The signifi-
cance of Zensualitiit and the factors that determined it can 
perhaps be explained more satisfactorily by comparison with 
regions which lacked similar legal forms. Medieval England, 
which Odegena left almost goo years ago, may well provide 
interesting information. 

25 Cf. e.g. K. Bos!, 'Kasten, Stände, Klassen im mittelalterlichen Deutschland. Zur 
Problematik soziologischer Begriffe und ihrer Anwendung auf die mittelalterliche 
Gesellschaft', Zeitschrift für bayerische Landesgeschichte, 32 (1969), 477-g4. Most 
recently reprinted in id., Die Gesellschaft in der Geschichte des Mittelalters (as inn. 7). 




